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Abstract
A hierarchical network of neurons with local receptive fields is constructed by
using a mixture of clustering and supervised learning strategies. The network's
performance is enhanced by built-in importance sampling and by its multiscale
organization in both time and phase space domains. The method is tested on
predicting chaotic time-series and on balancing a physical pendulum.

1 Introduction
Artificial neural networks are used in task domains ranging from concept (boolean
function) learning to function approximation.
While concept learning has many
features in common with statistical mechanical models, (smooth) function approximation lies more in the realm of statistics and control theory. In fact, a large number
of algorithms used in statistics can be represented as feedforward 'neural networks',
with each processor (neuron) having its own dedicated activation function (for a
review see [1]).
Parallel to these developments, different hierarchic, multiscale approaches have
been given in the last decade a unified mathematical description known as wavelet
analysis [2, 3]. Such ideas have been long used in different disguises: Wignerfunctions in quantum mechanics; -Gcibor-transformsin
communication, multigrid
(aggregation-disaggregation)
methods for solving partial differential equations (sparse
linear systems), orthogonal pyramidal transforms for image processing[4], quadrature mirror filters for speech coding, etc. These methods represent perhaps the most
important technological applications of the renormalization group ideas developed
in the theory of continuous phase transitions.
In this paper we present some results obtained by extending the work of Moody
and Darken [5] and Stokbro, Umberger, and Hertz [6]. The structure of our networks was designed to span simultaneously many different scales both in space and
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time domains. This approach improves substantially on the prediction probability of chaotic time-series and largely outperforms a Kohonen-type adaptive vector
quantization in balancing a simple physical pendulum.
Let us assume that one is given a set of examples consisting of M points t\v) E nd,
each being uniformly and independently generated from some probability distribution P({). For each example point t\v) a scalar or vector function value fT(t\v))
is also provided. This is usually the result of a (hopefully unbiased) measurement
prone to errors. In the simplest of worlds fT(i) can be regarded as the exposition
and variance
of a gaussian random variable lIQ(i) with (ensemble) mean (fT(i))o
u(i), where a denotes membership in an ensemble of measurements. All methods
described below are based on the assumption that the function fT(i) or the underlying probability distribution lIo(i) is a continuous, smooth function of i. In what
follows, fT(i) will not be distinguished from (fT(i))o unless confusing.
The task is constructing an approximation, fA (i), such that either the average
square error
(1)

or the worst case error
(2)

is minimized. In other words, the goal is to minimize the average or the worst case
generalization error over the distribution P(i).
In practice, a rather limited number of examples is usually available and the
averages (1-2) are estimated from a set of test samples or by cross-validation. The
careful choice of the approximating class of functions, of the learning algorithm,
and of the size and content of the training set are the most important ingredients
leading to good generalization. For example, when analysing (long enough!) timeseries of the form x( to), X(t1), ... , x( tn) the examples vectors consist of sequences of
d successive measurements, t\k) = [X(tk), x(tk+d, ... , X(tk+d-1)] and fT = X(h+d)'
d
is called the 'embedding' dimension: the smallest euclidean dimension larger than
the attractor's Haussdorf dimension. In most cases the sampling is done at constant
time intervals l:1 = tk+1 - tk, Vk. The optimal size of the sampling window l:1
depends on the value of the highest frequency one wish to reproduce.
A basic assumption of the analysis is that the observed time-series represent
a trajectory moving on a stationary attractor. Accordingly, the example points
are assumed to be sampled from the attractor'sstationary. probability distribution
P3(i). In real-world tasks, we do not know how close the observed trajectory is
to some hypothetical 'attractor', nor if the 'fixed' parameters of the dynamics are
really constant. Standard tools developed in the theory of dynamic systems (power
spectrum, phase plots, Poincare maps, multifractal dimensions, Lyapunov-exponent
analysis, etc.) are all helpful in this context.
Although similar in formulation, the situation is very different in control problems. Now the example vectors are points in the physical phase space of the system.
The (vector) function to be learned is the set of control parameters (actuator forces)
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which are necessary in order to move the system from its actual state to a desired
phase space trajectory. In general, the system constraints and the limited choice of
control actions do not allow this goal to be achieved in one single step. Hence, optimal control implies a series of actions performed at specific times. Furthermore, the
example set must be a representative collection of all (phase space!) situations the
system should be able to react to. If our goal is to control a nuclear power plant or
any other risky business, we better include a lot of examples from rare events (P( x)
is small), and not only normal, typical situations (P(X) is large). Biased training,
long term memory, and judicious adaptation capability are a must in control!
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The basic algorithm

As formulated above, the function value is known at the example vectors and the
task involves supervised learning. However, as. pointed out by Moody and Darken [5],
if the function fT(X) is continuous and changing slowly in example space, neighboring points imply neighboring function values. Moody and Darken [5] and Stokbro,
Umberger, and Hertz [6] suggest the following Radial Basis Function (RBF) procedure:
1. Use some appropriate clustering (unsupervised) method for covering the example space with a disjoint set of compact clusters C,,, k = 1, ... , Nc such
that nd = uCk and Ck n Cm = 0, k #- m. The characteristic function Xk(~) is
defined to be 1 if the point {belongs to cluster Ck and 0 if not.
2. Define a function smoothing the 'hard', step-like function Xk and extending it
slightly over the original cluster borders. In statistics one uses a smoother, in
wavelet analysis some 'mother' wavelet, in vision some 'regularization' function. The simplest choice is a multidimensional Gauss distribution of the form
(3)
where B is the covariance matrix. This choice has apparently some well defined
advantages [7]. The way in which the cluster center rk and the variance matrix
B are computed will be explained below.
3. Once the characteristic functions are smoothed out, one proceeds with supervised learning, which means here fitting a linear combination of the cluster
(l~ or (2)-on-the-example seL··Following Farmer
radialfunctions-to-minimize
and Sidorowich [8] the fit might include also (a linear) interpolation:
fA (x)

=

L:(ak

+ wkx)Rk(X)

(4)

k

where Rk is constructed

by 'normalizing'

Ck in the following way:
(5)
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can be represented easily as a feedforward network with one hidden layer
when no linear interpolation is made (Wk = 0). The full form (4) corresponds
to a slightly more complicated, two hidden layer network.
fA

2.1

Unsupervised clustering

Several clustering algorithms have been used to implement the first step of the above
approach. Moody and Darken used a k-means clustering algorithm, a method which
minimizes the sum of the empirical variances computed within each cluster. Stokbro,
Umberger, and Hertz use a k - d tree [9] (k = 2 for binary trees, d stands for the
embedding dimension). In their approach one constructs a binary tree as following.
All clusters are rectangular cells. A cell is divided in two parts by a hyperplane
perpendicular to one of the coordinate axes. The axis and the precise position of
the hyperplane is chosen such as to minimize the sum of the variances on both sides
of the plane. The procedure is iterated on each new cluster until some stopping
condition is met. Note that every generation of clusters forms a disjoint covering
of the example space. Since this algorithm is very slow, we considered two other
alternatives, which besides being much faster, provide also a better partitioning.
The first one is a variant of the isodata procedure applied to two clusters [10, 11].
The set of points is assigned at random two labels and the corresponding center of
masses are computed. For each point, one computes the distances from the two
class centers and its label is changed according to the label of the center of mass
closest to it. Then, the mass centers are recomputed and the procedure is iterated
until convergence. Once the positions of the two centers have stabilized, the cluster
is cut in two parts by the median hyperplane passing between the two mass centers.
The method can be obviously generalized to any given number of classes.
The second method is a generalization of the k - d tree procedure [9] and is our
method of choice. In every step, the clustering reduces optimally the variance of the
new clusters (and thus minimizes the variance entropy). The covariance matrix of
the points belonging to cluster Ck is defined as
Bi,j

=

L ((~~")
- (~i) )(~~") -

(~j)))

(6)

IIECk

where (() = LIlECk 8") = rk is the position of the cluster center of mass. The set of
examples has its largest variance along the direction given by the eigenvector (principal axis) corresponding to the largest eigenvalue of B (6). The largest eigenvalue
and eigenvector of a real, symmetric matrix can be computed by standard, efficient
Lanczos-type algorithms [12, 13]. If the covariance matrix (6) is diagonalized by
singular value decomposition, one has full control also over an eventual dimension
reduction [14]. This can be very useful for noise reduction and robust estimation.
In time-series analysis such a dimension reduction gives a rough estimate of the
embedding dimension.
In general, the clusters will have the form of convex polyhedra. One such polyhedron is split in two parts by a hyperplane whose normal vector is parallel to the
principal axis and passes through the center of mass of all points in the cluster.
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It is well-known that the basis corresponding to the eigenvectors of the covariance
matrix are the optimal coordinates minimizing the coordinate-entropy [15]
d

S

=-

L
p;log
i=l

Pi;

Pi

=

L

[~!,,)]2

(7)

tt">ec"

Hence, among all orthogonal coordinate systems, this basis provides the optimal
coding of a given (sub)set of examples. Y. Meyer [3] uses similar arguments for
choosing an optimal orthogonal Malvar-type wavelet basis.
Fig. la illustrates the iterated principal component clustering on a set of twodimensional example vectors generated from the Henon attractor (see next Section
for definitions). This is to be compared to the CART-type [16] approach. 1
Hence, the iterated principal axis approach solves three different problems at
once:
1. the unsupervised
2. the construction
3. the dimensionality

clustering problem,
of the smoothers,
reduction problem.

Since the embedding dimension d is usually of order 2-50, the diagonalization of
several covariance matrices is still much faster than the rectangular box approach
implemented in [6]. Similar 'elliptic' basis functions have been used in a different.
context [17].

2.2

Supervised function approximation

In all previous works we are aware of, the function approximation fA was constructed
by using only the leaves of the resulting binary tree. The wavelet theory, however,
suggests the use of the information present at all scales. Perhaps the most dramatic
improvement in the performance of the network was achieved by including on the
sum (4) not only the smoother (radial) functions define on the tree leaves but on all
knots of the graph. Roughly speaking, the input space is covered several times by
cluster partitions having different scales. After having constructed a deep enough
tree or having stopped to split the clusters when the number of points exceeds some
threshold, one fits first with the coarsest approximation corresponding to one single
cluster. Following the scheme proposed by S. Mallat [18], we recompute the function
values at the data points by extracting the coarse approximant from the original data
fT({). This new set of data is, in turn, fitted by the next generation of cluster radial
functions in (4). Note that the minimization of the mean squared error (1) results
on a linear set of equations2•
1Note that Ref. [16] also gives a recipe for calculating general polyhedral boxes besides the
rectangular ones associated usually to the CART procedure. That method is, however, different
from the principal component analysis.
21n this work no use have been made of O'(z).
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After each pass, the new function values are analysed to see if they differ significantly from noise. In addition to this test, we monitor the generalization probability
of the actual approximation using cross-validation, and stop when the first signs of
overfitting occur. Accordingly, a whole series of approximants is built, each storing
information up to a characteristic scale in phase space.
In time series analysis a similar approach is repeated also for different sampling
window sizes l:1. Since each time series defines its own time-space scaling relationship, a lot of tests are required in order to optimize the tree approximant for each 6..
As expected, large window values lead to shallow trees, while finer time sampling requires usually a deeper tree approximant. To make life easier, a series of small C++
modules have been developed. Their input/output streams can be easily pipelined
in UNIX systems. Since the learning algorithms are very fast, we can spend our
time in analyzing the data.

3 Testing
This Section reports results which were obtained on several 'standard' test problems,
allowing for a direct comparison with other architectures. There are many methods
for measuring the prediction ability of an approximant. One is the one-step average
prediction error, the mean error made in predicting the next time step value of the
series. This type of error is usually normalized as following:

el

= ( [ fT(i(t))
fA(x(t))

- - UT(i(t)))
fr(x(t))

]' )

(8)

Note that the averages are over some test set, so i(t) is NOT in the example set.
Another possible prediction error is Te, the average number of iterations (or the
total time interval) during which an iterated prediction error will increase e-times.
In order to allow a direct comparison with the largest Lyapunov exponent, the
iterated error is not normalized. Yet another generalization probability measure is
the phase space overlap or other correlations between the true and the approximated
attractor. The results will be shown mostly in graphical form, more details can be
found in [11, 19].

3.1

Fully chaotic logistic map

A popular test example is that of the fully chaotic discrete logistic map
Xn+l

= 4xn(1

- xn)

(9)

believed to be 'hard' because the Lyapunov exponent is maximal ~ = In 2. However,
this is a rather academic test because the stationary probability distribution of the
attractor is a one-dimensional analytic function. It is included here to illustrate the
different stages of our hierarchic approach. Fig. 2 shows the clusters (vertical lines
on the axis) and the corresponding radial functions (after linear fitting). Also shown
is the difference between the real parabola (9) and the different level approximation
6

(we used here only the leaves of a third level binary tree). The training set consisted
of 50 examples equally distributed over the (0,1) interval.
Since the examples are noiseless, a deeper tree approximation will yield usually
better results (up to numerical rounding errors, of course). Fig 3. shows the average
iterated error after a given number of prediction steps as a function of tree depth
(number of parameters) for approximants using either the whole tree (hierarchic
approach) or only the leaves of the tree (not hierarchic). The example set consisted
of 200 points generated from the stationary attractor distribution, the errors are not
normalized, and the mean is computed over ten different test sets. All error curves
are parallel to the Lyapunov exponent and show a loss of one bit information per
iteration.
It is clearly seen that for the same number of examples, the hierarchical approach
does over two order of magnitudes better, resulting in a longer persistence of correct
prediction. The approximations corresponding to curve c and curve b have the same
number of fit-parameters. The hierarchical approximation c) does consistently one
order of magnitude better even in this case. This underscores the exceptional coding
ability of the hierarchic approximant.

3.2

Henon attractor

The Henon map is a special case of the periodically kicked rotator and has the form
Xn+l

= 1-

ax~

+ bXn-l

(10)

Fig. 1 shows the chaotic attractor of this map (in (xn,xn+d coordinates) for the
'standard' parameter values a = 1.4 and b = 0.3. The capacity dimension of the
attractor was estimated by a fast box-counting method to be around 1.27. The size
of the largest Lyapunov exponent is here ~ 0.408.
The example set consisted of 200 points, the embedding dimension was d = 2,
and the sampling window t::,. = 1. The best one-step normalized error prediction
was achieved with a hierarchic network of depth N'ayeT' = 5 (el = 5.6 x 10-8). The
same procedure applied to a non-hierarchic network (only the leaves of the tree were
used) leads to an error of el = 6.5 x 10-7 for a network of depth N'ayeT' = 5. (A
hierarchic network with the same number of free parameters - depth 4 - delivered
a slightly superior prediction accuracy). Similar to the case of the logistic map,
the iterated prediction error growths exponentially at the same rate as the largest
Lyapunov exponent.

3.3 Mackey-Glass attractor
The dynamics of blood production [20]can be approximated by the delay equation
x(t) =

ax(t - T)

1 + x(t _ TY - bx(t)

(11)

The parameter values were chosen as a = 0.2, b = 0.1, c = 10, and T = 17. One
must also supply an initial condition function x(t), t E [to,to + T] (for more technical
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details see [21]). Under these circumstances equation (11) has a strange attractor
whose capacity dimension is around Do = 2.1 for d = 3 [26]. The maximal Lyapuno\"
exponent is around 0.0054 [27]. The equation was solved using a fourth order implicit
method (Adams-Moulton scheme) as described in [21] and 75000 integration steps
were carried out before sampling with 6. = 6 the 10 000 points shown as a phase
plot in Fig. 4f.
The network was trained with 500 example vectors of embedding dimension
d = 4. As a function of the approximation level (number of tree layers) the one-step
training error went down monotonously from 1.8 x 10-1 for N'ayer = 1 to 5.5 X 10-6
for N'ayer = 7 and 2.3 x 10-9 at N'ayer = 8 (!). However, by monitoring the mean
one-step prediction error in a test set, the minimal prediction error of 9.2 x 10-5
was achieved at N'aller = 6, followed by an increase due to overfitting. The error
increased sharply between depth 7 and the depth 8 approximant.
How is a complicated topological object as the phase plot of a strange attractor
(Fig. 4f) stored in a hierarchical network? Figs. 4a-e show the phase plots generated
by iterating 10 000 times successive approximants of increasing tree depth. The
most coarse, level 1 approximant (Fig. 4a) - corresponding to a linear fit - sees
the Mackey-Glass strange attractor as a fixed point. At the next level, (Fig. 4b),
the fixed point expands into a limit cycle. Islandification is first seen for depth 3
(Fig. 4c), followed by real 'strange' attractors (Figs. 4d, 4e). Hence, the notion of
'complexity' as defined by subsequent level approximations in the network has a lot
in common with the way nonlinear dynamics is thought in the classroom. It is worth
recalling that the complex topological structure of Fig. 4e has been learned from
500 example points only! In fact, the normalized overlap between the two at tractors
Fig. 4e and Fig. 4f, as calculated using a box-counting method in d = 3 is around
0.988[21, 11].

4

Time-series analysis

Encouraged by these test results, we adventure here into some real-world problems:
the observed number of sunspots and a geophysical time-series providing (indirect)
information about the global ice volume in the last 700 Kyears. In both cases,
our analysis was preceded and complemented by 'standard' methods: the moving
average method, attractor distribution analysis, and all poles power spectrum estimations. Only some of the relevant results are presented here, more details can be
found in [11].

4.1

Sunspots

The number of annual observed sunspots is registered from 1700 on. For more
details on the physics behind sunspots see [22]. The data is recorded each year (our
series ends with 1979) and is shown by the dots in Fig. 5a (the y-axis shows the
yearly number of observed sunspots normalized the largest observation in the series).
Fig. 5b shows a 20-pole maximal entropy power spectrum approximation[14] as a
function of f x 6.t, f being the frequency and l:1t = 1 ye.ar the sampling rate. A
8

40-pole approximation of the power spectrum does not introduce new features in the
spectrum. Fig. 5c displays the time-moving average and variance (T2 of the series.
Clearly, the series is either too short or is not particularly stationary.
From direct inspection of the series and the power spectrum, one recognizes a
cycle of about 10.8 years and, in addition, some cycle(s) with a much longer period.
In order to deal with this type of series, it is always useful to first filter them in order
to reduce noise. Instead of the usual (linear) methods, a hierarchic approximant with
d = 1 provided a very useful 'adaptive Fourier-filter'.
In order to avoid confusion, the results of this filtering process will be called a
k-Ievel interpolator f7(t) (k is the tree-depth parameter). First, from our original
set of data we compute a series of interpolators, classified according to their treedepth, each being related to a characteristic time scale. These interpolators, not
the original data, are used for generating several sets of training examples. After
training (constructing hierarchical approximants in phase space), the output of the
corresponding networks is used for prediction.
For the sunspots series we observe that the level 7 interpolator has the right
time-scale to describe the ll-year cycle. However, the amplitude of the oscillation
is modulated by small, irregular frequencies. The level 5 interpolator is used to
subtract this slow modulation. Accordingly, the ratio rr(t) = fJ(t)/ n(t) generates
a regular cyclic series with excellent prediction properties (the optimal prediction
was obtained for 6 = 1, d = 3, Nlcyers = 3). Therefore, in order to predict the
sunspot series we use two networks, one trained 'from the fJ( t) (optimal parameters:
.6 = 1, d = 2, Nlcyers = 6) and one from rr(t). Among them, the first one has the
worse predicting power and is largely responsible for the errors.
The result of our prediction is shown by the solid line in Fig. 4a. All yearly
records until 1900 were used to derive the interpolators. The interpolators were
used to generate data from the same time interval. The solid line is the result of
one-step predictions (until 1900) on the example set and of an iterated prediction
from 1900 until 1979. Fig. 4c shows that the amplitude of the oscillations increased
well above average during the predicted period of time. This could explain why
all predictions known to us fail to reproduce those large amplitudes. On the other
hand, the trends (location of maxima and minima) are excellently reproduced in our
approach, even after 80 iterated steps. In this respect, our prediction seems superior
to those of Weigend et al [23] and Wulff [21].

4.2 The Ocean Drilling Program Core Site 658
We discuss here one of the time series given to us by B. Grieger, then at the Max
Planck Institute for Meteorology in Hamburg. This series was obtained from analyzing a nearly 100 m long core drilled off northwest Africa. The abundance of the
isotope
15180

=

(nI8/nI6) - (nI8/nI6)todcy
(nI8/n16)todcy

(12)

in the lime shells of microorganisms - here the benthic species Cibicidoides wuellerstorfi - in marine sedimentary cores is assumed to represent reliably the global ice
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volume at the time of deposits. This core was sampled on 382 depth coordinates
extending back to 730 Kears and is shown in Fig. 6a (crosses). The ordinate represents 818 in 10-3 (pro-mille) units. The 43-pole power spectrum ( Fig. 6b ) suggests
some well defined cycle frequencies: the maximas at 114.4 Kyears, 42.92 Kyears.
and 22.64 Kyears can be all correlated to characteristic astronomical data of the
Earth' rotation around the Sun (they are 110 Kyears, 43 Kyears, and 22.5 Kyears.
respectively). In addition, one can see a weak maximum for 16.1 Kyears and a more
articulate 12.0 Kyears cycle (see [11] for more details). In any case, the situation
looks a lot worse than for the sunspots.
The time-scale shown in Fig. 6a was itself determined from cross-correlation to
other geophysical data [24]and is thus prone to some error. The data is not spread
equally over time, note in particular the two big 'time- holes', around -700 KYears
and -80 KYears.
We will use this example to illustrate our hierarchic interpolator strategy. Fig.
respectively. Fig. 7a shows the large scale oscillations
7a-c shows the ff(t)-fJ(t),
with a period of about 100 KY as obtained at a tree depth of 5. The next levels add
further structure to it. Fig. 7c shows the fastest oscillations before one gets lost in
nOIse.
The fast cycles are best identified by fI - Jt, shown in Fig. 7d. In contrast to the
sunspots series, the different scale oscillations seem to be additive here. Therefore,
the interpolator Jt(t) (network parameters: t::. = 1, d = 3, Nlo.lIeJ'~ = 3) was used for
representing the slow oscillations and the two differences n(t) - fj(t) (parameters:
b. = 1, d = 2, N1o.lIen = 3), and f](t) - fY(t) (t::. = 2, d = 5, Nlo.yer~ = 3) for
modelling the faster oscillations ..
We show in Fig. 7a with the same conventions as for the sunspots a prediction
made with the help of these three approximants starting at -100 Kyears. Note the
large 'time-hole' just at the beginning of the prediction period, a stringent test to
any extrapolation procedure. We also tried to work with two networks: the slow
oscillation ('5') starting from -100 Kyears and the '7-5' network starting from -80
Kyears, leading to slightly worse results. Nevertheless, both extrapolations work
unexpectedly well.

5

Optimal control - the physical pendulum

Finally, we turn to (optimal) control. The main concepts and difficulties encountered
here are illustrated by a simple physical problem, the mathematical pendulum shown
in Fig. 8a. The task is to balance the pendulum on a vertical position with the
help of an appropriate horizontal force acting f{t) = (fz(t) = f(t), fll(t) = 0) on the
mass m. The corresponding equation of motion is
J>(t)

=

T sin(</>(t))+

~?

cos(</>(t))

(13)

This equation is solved numerically by a fourth order Runge-Kutta. integrator [14].
The control task can be best understood in the phase space </>,
</>,shown.in Fig.
8b. The desired state is the hyperbolic point at the origin, H = (</>= 0, </>= 0).
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The separatrix (heavy line) enters and leaves this point along two different branches.
Optimal control is achieved iffor an arbitrary point of the phase space, the force f( t)
acts in such a way as to put the system on the separatrix turning towards the hyperbolic point H. Since the required force might be excessively lage, this is achieved
either by pushing the pendulum back without a swing ar by allowing the pendulum
to swing once, as indicated schematically by the two arrows. Since the phase space
is two-dimensional, all free motion trajectories are uniquely parameterized by the
energy. Therefore, the necessary force J(t) can be estimated analytically [19]. Real
applications have a much larger phase spaces and the energy alone does not suffice
for parametrizing the desired trajectory. In addition, the actuator forces might be
coupled only to a small number of the degrees of freedom. The optimal control of
such systems requires a complex strategy implying a series of well timed moves in
the phase space.· A discussion of these problems is beyond the scope of this article.
As mentioned in the Introduction, the set of examples must represent the whole
phase .space and not only the neighborhood of the normal operation point H. Fig.
9a shows the distribution of 500 examples generated analytically when no swing is
allowed. The best constructed network has a total number of 27 knots (the tree
was not balanced). When started from any initial angle cP < 60°, the pendulum
moved over H within one move. After a few iterations it stabilized around 3° and
converged finally to a stationary state whose average inclination error was less than
0.05°.
In order to simulate an 'expert system'-type approach, the game port of a PC was
used to record a human balancing act. This 'computer game' training set is shown in·
Fig. 9b. This experiment is interesting on several accounts. First, it is evident that
the human examples are somewhat contradictory, since we do not react in exactly
the same way to the same situation. Secondly, the graphics used for balancing shows
the pendulum itself, not the phase space. This 'hides' the variable ~(t) and leads
to the use of forces stronger than necessary. Although constrained to learn from
'contradictory' examples, a hierarchic network (same parameters as above) was still
able to balance the pendulum starting from cPo < 60°. However, the stationary
average inclination error is now around 10°. The behavior of the pendulum reflects
that of the human teacher in that it injects into the system more energy than
necessary. More interesting, however, is the observation that the network performs
actually better than the human teacher! This is due to the smoothing and averaging
properties of the network approximant.
We have compared the control problem with the Kohonen algorithm (LVQ-PAK
2.0, supervised. mode} using. the .same.set .Df.examples .. The.Kohonenmap
performance was definitely worse: for the analytical examples the network failed for initial
angles larger than 30°, for human examples it could not stabilize the pendulum at
all. However, this comparison is not entirely fair: the Kohonen map corresponds to
a look-up table where no interpolation was sought to optimize the learning error.
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6

Discussion and Conclusions

We made no attempt to make an exhaustive comparison with other learning algorithms or network architectures. Our results are about one order of magnitude
better than those in Stokbro et al [6], who, in turn, report one order of magnitude
improvement over Moody and Darken [5], mainly due to the Farmer-Sidorowich
linear interpolation [8]. The use of recurrent neural networks has been tested extensively by Wulff [21]: we have used here many of his test problems. The best
recurrent networks were slightly worse than RBF a. la Stokbro et al. Moody and
Darken [5]compared back-propagation trained feedforward networks with sigmoidal
activation functions vs. RBF feedforward networks. They obtained insignificantly
lower generalization error (for the same number of free parameters) but much faster
training for RBF. Their results are supported also by later comparative studies.
We have improved the RBF approach in two accounts. We introduced an iterated
principal component analysis for k-d-tree clustering. This ensures 'importance sampling' in the sense that the cluster sizes adapt to the form of the example distribution
P([). It is somewhat difficult to estimate quantit.atively the effect of clustering on
the performance of the network. On general grounds one expects that the minimization of variance entropy ensures a good 'coding' of the examples points. Secondly,
in analogy to wavelet analysis, we used a multiscale elliptic function approximant,
including a Farmer-Sidorowich linear fit. The multi scale approach improves considerably the performance of the network without requiring much longer training
time.
The same hierarchic network approach applied directly to the data (d = 1) was
used also as a preprocessing tool, allowing the construction of 'time-dependent',
nonlinear adaptive frequency filters. The fast learning algorithm allows one to optimize efficiently different parameters inherent in every approximation of this kind
and to devote one's time to the analysis of the data itself.
Of course, we plan to further improve the learning algorithms, in both speed and
quality. Also, a lot of analytical work remains to be done in order to understand
why these simple ideas work so well.
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Fig.

1 Phase

plot

vs.

Xn+1

Xn

of the Henon attractor.

a) Clustering with the CART-method.
b) Clustering with iterated principal component analysis.

Fig. 2 Radial function approximations for the logistic map (fat curve). The vertical
lines demark the clusters. The individual radial functions are also shown.
Fig. 3 The absolute iterated error for different approximants with or without hierarchic structure. The hierarchic nets extract better the information contained
in the same examples at the same level of approximation (curve a vs c, b vs.
d) and also when the number of free parameters is kept constant (curve b vs.
c). The computation was performed with 11 significant digits. The number
of examples was 200.
Fig. 4 The hierarchic reconstruction of a strange attractor:
plots computed from
a)

NlaYeT

d) Nlayer

=

1, b)

= 5,

e)

NlaYeT

= 2,

NlaYeT

=6

f) The Mackey-Glass

c)

NlaYeT

=

10 000 point phase

3,

depth newtork.

attractor.

Fig. 5 The sunspot series.
a) Dots: number of observed sunspots / year, normalized.
The solid line
represents a one-step prediction from previous data (until 1899) and an
iterated prediction starting with 1900.
b) Twenty-pole power spectrum as a function
c) The time-moving

of frequency x

1 year.

average (upper curve) and variance u2 (lower curve).

Fig. 6 The ODP Core Site 658.
a) Crosses: Estimated 6180 in - kiloyears. Solid line: neural network prediction (see text).

The power
spectrum was obtained from data obtained from interpolator shown in
Fig. 7c and lying between the two 'time-holes'.

b) 43-pole power spectrum

estimate vs. frequency

Fig. 7 Different time-scale interpolators obtained in d
a) Jj interpolator.
b)

n interpolator.

c) fI interpolator.

x1kyears.

= l.

Notice the slow cycle.
Higher frequencies occur.
Highest frequencies taken into account.

d) II - Jj interpolator.

Note the 'clean' high frequency cycle.

Fig. 8 Balancing a physical pendulum.
15

a) The physical pendulum: a mass m at the end of a massless, freely rotating
rigid rod of length I must be balanced by a horizontal control force acting
on the mass.
b) The phase space 4> vs. 4> in torus geometry. The heavy line is the separatrix
and the desired state is the hyperbolic fixed point H. Optimal control is
achieved by moving from an arbitrary point over the separatrix.

Fig. 9 The distribution of examples in phase space:
a) The analytically generated examples.
b) The human example set.
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